Introduction
Young Muslim women in Germany have gained an increasing amount of public visibility within the last few years,since Islam became an important factor within sociopolitical discourses on integration as well as in terms of world politics. Likewise the issues of gender politics and the role of Muslim women have turned into ameans of Muslim identity politics,a sserted both within inner-Islamic discoursesand within wider society.
2 Discussing the role of Islam in contemporary societyand its compability with Western values and lifestyles is oftenassociated with issues of gender and sexuality,which are recognized as important indicators of modernization.
3 Therefore gender politics servea sam eans of constructing cultural and social belonginga sw ell as the construction of distinctions,d evaluations and exclusions. 4 Claimsabout true Islam and about which Islam should be promoted by Western politics are inextricablyl inked with negotiating gender roles and gender orders,p articularly concerning the role and status of women. Thus,Muslim women are confronted with contradictory social identity ascriptions and expectations,w hich force them to habitualize as pecific socialp ositioning alongside social categorieso fd ifference,s uch as religious affiliation, national belonging, socialand educational background as well as age.
This contribution aims to analyze collectively mediated identity-patternso f young Muslim women, who are associated with the group "Muslimische Jugend in Deutschland e.V." (MJD) . An intersectional approachwill highlight the diverse aspects at stakew hen discussing Islamici dentity politics. 5 My data is based on fieldwork within the association of Muslimische Jugend in Deutschland e.V. ,which Ic onducted from 2007 to 2014. Id id an openly and unstructured participant observationa tw eeklyproceededl ocal activitieso fyoung Muslim women associated with the organization in Hannover and at regionaland nationwide meetings,which the MJD regularly organizes. 6 In the beginning Igot access to alocal girls group associated with the MJD in Hannover, meetinge very Sunday afternoon to acquire Islamic knowledge and build an Islamic community spending their leisure timetogether.While attending thisweekly meetings Inoticed that community buildung is crucial for those young Muslim women. Astrong and firm "Ummah" and capturing true Islam,r ather than individualization are central issues to the propagated understanding of Islam. Therefoe,Ifocused my research on the organization and the surrounding youth scene,analyzingcollective identity patterns,t he mediated understanding of Islam and processes of community buildung and identity politics.Iattended severalgermanwide meetingsorganized as big youth-cultural events lasting several days,regional meetings,the members meeting and as ummer school organized for dedicated members.Italked to particpants as well as members of theMJD,attendedIslamic lectures, and visited the bazaar, concerts of Nasheed-musicians and Islamic comedy performances to captureb oth collectively imparted identity constructions as wella si ndividual 2S pielhaus 2011;T iesler2006. 3V on Braun /Mathes 2007; van der Loom /van Reijen 1992 . 4J enkins 2008 . 5D egele /Winker 2009 Crenshaw 1991 Crenshaw , S. 1241 Crenshaw -1299 . 6F ranke /Maske 2011, S. 105-134. perspectives and adoptions. Ialso interviewed two (male) chairmen of the association to gather Data about the association, its history,i ts structure of organization and its purposes and activities as well as seven young Muslim women who are actively associated with the MJD with guided interviews to ascertain the meaning and importanceofthe Islamic concept of the Ummah, the belonging to the MJD and the surrounding youth culture scene as well as the orientation towards Islamicrole models.Furthermore,Ianalyzed data from the surrounding Muslim youth culture represented within the MJD-events to capture expressions of the sense of life and the propagation of the Islamic worldview and lifestyle.Due to my interest in collective patterns of identity-constructions Ianalyzed the data not case-related,but on-topic inductively and deductively by aqualitativecontent analysis to give insights in processes of transformation of contemporaryI slam correlated to the mediated gender order. 7 Gender in this regard is understood as as ocial construct, which should be analyzed in its emergence,reproduction and transformationasaninstrument of social power relations.T aking ag ender-critical approach implies not just analyzing the status,r oles and ideal images of women, but furthermore the whole gender order, its notion of normality and taken-for-grantedness as well as its devaluations,exclusions and social boundaries. 8 In light of my position as afemale researcher, there were limits to my grasp of all aspects of the established gender order,b ut to the extentd eemed possible,Ia nalyzed the gender constructions withinthe field in general. Nevertheless,Ifocus on Muslim women not just due to my access to the field, but becausem ost members of the MJD are female,c onfidently critizising patriarchal structureso ft raditional Islam and demanding changes in the direction of womense mancipation,b ut also devout and firmly practicing Islam in arathersocial conservative understanding as acentral part of their everyday life.T he overrepresentation of women correlates to the ascribed importance of Muslim women within contemporary inner-Islamic discourses as well as within society. 9 ThegenderedIslamic identity politics go along withforces of compliance,peer pressure and submission,but also provide individual agency, empowermentand representation as the young Muslim women Igot to know explicitly decided to adopt these Islamicidentity patterns and the propagated Islamic lifestyle with its opportunities as wellasduties and limitations.This paper reflects the antagonostic tension between processes of religious individualizationa nd communitization, both playing apart in contemporary transformationsofgender and religion within Islamicyouth culture.Iwill analyze the intersectionsofindividual and collective identity constructionsmediatedbythe MJD.T his aims to exemplarily close the gap between studies focussingo nt he individual level of religiosity,r eligious 7E bd. 8F ranke /Maske 2012 , S. 125-140. 9B ano /Kalmbach (eds.) 2012 Meining2011, S. 147-153. lifestyles and identity constructions on the one hand and studies examining Muslim organizationsa nd the collective identity politics they deal with in religious and social discourses on the other. In this way Ia nalyze the identity constructions of young Muslim women as subjects actively doingg ender and doing religion and at the same time as objects,w hich are embedded in collectively constructedsocial realities,since they have to adopt world views,habits and selfconceptions to identify with. This perspective correlating micro-and mesolevel is considered to be an important challenge for the StudyofReligions as well as for GenderStudies.
10
Theo bservation that "community" and the "Muslim Ummah" are central issues both for affiliated young Muslimwomen as well as for the understandingof Islam the MJD mediates was the starting pointo ft his focus.
11 Thei mportance ascribed to the construct of the Ummah within the field emphasizes that the aspect of communitization and the relevance of socialconstellations of the wider context in general, as well as of Islamic traditions in particular, are currently overlooked within research. It has to be asked within agendercritical perspective what belonging to the Ummah in the shape of identifying with the MJD and the surrounding Muslim youth culture means for young Muslim women, how community is constructed and what social consequences the Islamic gender identities demandedbythe organization are implying. Processes of identification and belongingo nt he one hand as well as of distinction and ethnocentric processes of othering on the othermust be analyzed as means of negotiating agency, while all at once limiting options of social action.Collectively mediated identity politics expressed and conveyed by religion, by issues of gender and sexuality and by youthculture in their interrelationship are described and critically analyzed within the scope of current power relations.
Thepremise of my remark is that community within the MJD is produced by means of propagating an Islamic authorized gender order and by establishing an Islamic youth culture.Both the specific gender order and the Islamic youth culture function as materializeds ymbols and social representations of the propagated Islamic worldview,w hich claimsi nterpetational sovereignty.G ender and youth culture thus become centralm eans and indicators of adopting a" correct"u nderstandingo fI slam and provide identification and distinction, belonging and exclusion towards everything identified as un-Islamic all at once.T his however changes contextually,dependingonsituational positioning towardsdifferent social groups.
Issues of Islamic gender rolesf igure prominently within the MJD,a sg ender politics denote asocial and religious positioning towards Islamic traditions as well as towardsW estern Feminism. Given contradictory and even conflicting identity ascriptions,t hat have to be brought in tune withi ndividual interests and needs, young Muslimw omens earch for orientiationa nd role-models to identify with: Can Muslimw omen also be emancipated?H ow does Islam adhere to Western Feminsm?IsthereanIslamic way to treatthe opposite sex, to win apartner,to deal with sexuality?S uch questions are omnipresent in face-to-face conversations,l ectures,I slamic materials and books, in Nasheed-songsa nd other artefacts of Islamic popular youth-culture encountered in the setting of the MJD. Thec entrality of these questions results in the specific development tasks of youthstoadopt agender role and asexual identity,toaccept bodily changes and to build relationships.
12 Moreover, the importance of this issue originates from divergent, gendered value orders that young Muslimwomen are confronted with: the parents and their traditionalIslamic suggestions and prescriptions, the peers with their leisure-oriented hedonism and German society,represented mainlyby the educational system and media, which is predominantly perceived as discriminatory, stigmatizing and excluding,but demanding active integration. These contexts are perceived as contradictory life worlds that have to be broughti n tune.
13 Thec urrentg ender order is perceiveda sf ragile and contested due to processesofsocial change and individualization.
14 This provides opportunitiesof liberation from gender roles and sexual norms,b ut also causes insecurity and disorientation, which applies especially to young Muslimw omen. 15 They ask themeselves why they arentconceded the samedegrees of freedom as their nonmuslim peers,ifbeing aMuslim woman meansthe resignment of fun, if Islamic prescriptionsc ontain ad eeper sense and if indivdual needs can be harmonized with expectations of parents and Islamic rules.
To transform contradictory identity ascriptions and individual needs into a specific socialp ositioning,y oung Muslim women draw on inner-Islamic discourses,a rguments and suggested identity politics rangingf rom the criticism of Islamic tradition to social criticismo fW estern modernity by referring to the concept of true Islam, which among other Islamic groups is mediated within the MJD. 16 TheM JD propagates distinctly Islamic and gendered idenity-politics, which oppose individual inner conflictsand fragmentation by presenting Islam as the center of ones life,asanorientational framework regarding all spheresoflife.
First, Iwill give abrief introduction to the MJD within the context of Islamic youth cultures,then Iwill analyze the concept of an ideal Muslim woman mediated by the MJD within the context of an Islamic gender-order as specific identity politics,w hich is adopted and habitualized by its female members to acquire Allahsdelight and to construct belonging to the Ummah as acommunity of true believers.Atheoretical conclusion will highlightthe transformationsofgender-roles and Islam as interdepedent factors of social change,w hich are analyzed critically.
The Muslim Yo uth in Germany-abrief introduction
The Muslimische Jugend in Deutschlande .V. (MJD) is the first independently youth-lead Islamic organization in Germany,founded in 1994. Members are between thirteen and thirty years of age,and so the leadership ranksare occupied by young Muslim men and women, who challenge traditional understandings of Islam, which are commonly combined with national customs.Itisone of the first organizationsclaiming to propagate a German Islam,considering it necessary to regard Germany as home and therefore demanding opportunitiestoparticipate as Muslims in German society.Hence the Lingua Franca within the organization is German. Afurther reason for this is that membership is independent of national descent, whichi sq uite extraordinary in Germany. 17 Members of the MJD are young men and women from Egypt, Morocco,T urkey,S yria, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, Iraq among others,dominated by participantsofArab or bi-national descent, mostly rather well-educated.Due to the organisationsunderstandingof itself as open to the plurality of Islamic traditions,t here are also some Shiites amongthe members.This universal and inclusive approach rejects the blending of nationalism and Islam as well as traditional understandings.But the adherenceto Islamic internationalism certainly does not imply tolerance towards otherIslamic traditionsasitpropagates one true Islam implying distinct limits.
18
As an Islamic youtho rganization, the MJD claims representation and interpretationalsovereignty over all young Muslims in Germany as is already visible in its self-designation: the Muslim Youth in Germany.Such aclaim cannot be justified since there are an estimated 800 to 900 members -even if the group actually is the second largest Muslim youth organization in Germany.Whilst being rather small, the MJD gains al ot of public visibility,b eing involved in interreligious dialogue and in structures of socio-political discourse.
19
Financially and structurally independent, the MJD derives from an Islamic scene of converts and Muslim intellectuals of Arabic origin. It is supposed to be affiliated with the Islamische Gemeinschaft Deutschland eV., whichisheld to be the german branch of the Muslim Brotherhood 20 ,and which had already emerged before the migration of the German Gastarbeiter after the Second World War. Bendixen 2013 , pp.32-46. 19 Maske 2010a Cavuldak 2011 . 20 MarØchal 2008 Mitchell 1993 . 21 Meining 2011 ff.
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Verena Maske
Maske, Interdisciplinary Journal for Religion and Transformation (2017), Heft 5, 125-156, DOI 10.14220/jrat.2017.3.2.125 TheMJD is involved in atransnational network of Islamic youth organizationsin Europe consolidated by the World AssemblyofMuslimYouth (WAMY) based in Riad. 22 Therefore it does not represent Islamic plurality,a si tc laims, but a transnational Islamicm ovement propagating as pecific understanding of Islam. Analyzing the contents and messages of the courses and meetingsand looking at the persons perceiveda sauthorities and at the organizations the Muslim youth cooperates with on national and international levels provesthat the organization rather standsf or as pecific Islamic orientation that produces exclusions by propagating one true Islam. Whilst trying to uniteI slamic traditions and movements making ar eferencet ot he as-salaf-as-salih( the pious ancestors), they considerI slam to be an unchangeable and universal guideline providing disagreements,but only within clearcut, god-given limits -ascomparable to asoccer field, as am ember once explained to me.I nnovations whicha re not based on Islamic principals as provided by Quran und Sunna are considered to be haram.
23
Blaming other understandings of Islam as innovations (Bida)p rovides ap ositioning withininner-Islamic discourses.
Because of personal and substantial connections to the Muslim Brotherhood, the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution observedt he Organization as an Islamistic hazard and referred to them in several reports. 24 TheMJD deniesthese accusationsand tries to redeem itself;therefore it is actively involved in religious and sociopolitical dialogue and political authorities cooperate with it. Thus it also stands for the process of increasing visibility in German public and for processes of institutionalization, differentiation and pluralization of Islamic landscape along target-group-specific interests.
TheM JD understands itself not just as as ociopolitical advocacy of Muslim youth in Germany,and as part of the Muslim Ummah, it is alsoaplatform for, and as tarting point of,M uslim youth culture,w hich is supposed to offerI slamic education and lifestyle opportunities.Inthis regard Islamic pop culture is seen as an important meansofDawa (invitation to Islam), as an expression of re-actualising Islam in the given context as avivid tradition.
25 Julia Gerlach labeled this transnational Islamic youthc ulture as Pop-Islam. This is not as elf-designation, but points to the new mixture of pop culture and ar ather conservative Islamic faith, propagating the aspiration after successa nd participation in society and fighting against Islamophobiabyshowing how Islam in an idealized true version 
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Maske, Interdisciplinary Journal for Religion and Transformation (2017), Heft 5, 125-156, DOI 10.14220/jrat.2017.3.2.125 really is.Music, fashion and cultural activities areIslamized, in style as well as in content, to mediate an Islamic message.T here are new fashion labels such as StyleIslam
26
,w hich combinesI slamic dress-regulations withW estern fashion styles and pursues Islamic identity politics. There is also anew music genre with its own stars,l abels andm edia-channels:N asheeds in pop-and hip hop-style with international stars like SamiY usuf,Maher Zain, Yusuf Islam, Native Deen, The Sound of Reason and many more.
27
As ar esult of processes of individualization and secularizationM uslims belongingt ot he MJD believet hat one is not Muslim by birth, but instead has to make aconscious decision that feeds into all areas of life.
28 Islam is believed to be an ideal system,s ince nothing is supposed to be forbidden that is good, and nothing is allowed that harms anyone or anything.SoIslamic prescriptions make unquestionablesense and have to be obeyed by individuals and ideally as well by largersociety, even if one does not apprehend it. This centralmessage is delivered in variousmeetings,courses and events,which are supposed to help young people find their way to practice Islam in astrict sense,but likewise fitted to the modern way of life.W ithin the MJD young people teach and urge themselves to live according to Islamic rules,and they use pop culture to distribute their message -at low-threshold weekly meetings,a tc onstructive courses,w hich can only be attendedvia invitation and claiming high devotedness and at huge youth camps with performances of Islamic musicians,c omedians and different leisure activities, building up an ideal Islamic society for afew days.Thisisbelieved to delight and inspireyoung Muslims to transport this lifestyle into their everyday-life.
TheMJD as part of the pop-Islamic youth scene is embedded within awider field of secular and Islamic youth cultures.A dolescents with aM uslim backgroundi nG ermany identify outstandingly with being aM uslim due to social ascriptions especially after 9/11, but this identification is related to rather different styles of religiosity:S ome consider their Islamic identity just as part of being discriminated against as foreigners and outlaws,others due to their socio-cultural backgroundorasone more or less important sphere of life amongstothers.And, like young Muslims associated with the MJD,s ome are explicitly religious and consider Islam avery important or even central part of their lives. 29 Islamic youth cultures and organizations such as the MJD do not appertain to this in huge numbers,but are apublicly visible and active religious group.T hey are situated within the established traditional Islamico rganizations,w hich offerI slamic educationa nd youth-work 30 and the growing Salafistm ovement,w hich especially attracts young people and due to its literal understanding of Islamic sourcesand its sometimesviolentmanifestationscurrently causes alot of public debates. 31 The MJD situates itself withinthis field by propagatingaspecific understanding of true Islam,w hich is also negotiated by mediating gender roles.T aking this into account,the young Muslim women associated with the MJD are agents of specific Islamic identity politics not only towardsGerman society,but also towardsother Muslims and Islamic groups.
Self-concepts and feminine role models mediatedbythe MJD
Theyoung women Imet in the courseofmyresearchprocess understand themselves to be emancipated and therefore misunderstood by Western feminists and excluded by Islamophobic social discourses,all at once striving for the liberation of traditional Islamicp atriarchy.S ome have obtained an intense religious education,others hardly any.Mostly in the light of the events after 9/11 and because of ascription of being aM uslimi ns chool they felt challenged to take their own positiontowards contradictory ascriptions:IsIslam really such aterrible religion, full of prohibitions and terror?A nd what does it mean to be aM uslim woman here and now? Keen to acquire Islamic knowledge regarding these questions,they look for their own spaces of discussion to be independent of the views and expectations of their parents as well as of society,a nd at the same time seeking assurance and guidance from Islamic scholars and trustworthy role models -i n private girlg roups,y outh groups and youthc ultures and thus within the MJD.
Forsome,the MJD is acentral, family-likepart of their life,others considerthe organization and their offered activities part of alarger Islamicmovement they attend occasionally.T he locally situated,w eekly meetings of the girl group belongingt ot he MJD is mostly appreciated as ap lace where they can talk about their everydayp roblems withoutf eeling pressuret oj ustify their Islamic socialization,which is rather taken for grantedasacommonbackground. Thegender separation established by the MJD,dividing members into groups of brothers and sisters at the local level, is considered to be af actor of empowerment, as this provides protected spaces to talk freely about what moves them, especially regardingissues of partnership,marriage and sexuality.Huge meetings attended by both sexesenable them as hip events to get in contact with youngdevout Muslims observing Islamic prescriptions and overall to experience and create individual expressions of religiosity according to their sense of life,but at once not feeling like an outsider, but instead as an important part of alarger movement.
In their daily lives the young Muslim women affiliated with the MJD experience their turntoIslam as stabilizing their identity,asaway to establish alikeminded, encouragingcommunity while expanding their scope of action, which is, in somecases,rather meantliterally:some young women attending the meetings are not allowed to leave the parentalh ome apart from going to school or to vocational areas,t he mosque or to meet their girl friends.T hus some are not permitted to attend youth cultural spaces due to their perceived hedonism, especially the mixing of the sexes,and the use of alcohol and drugs.The MJD offers young Muslim women auniqueopportunity to gain arecreational space,which is not controlledbyparentsoradults.Here they are able to express theirjuvenile sense of life and world view combined with arather conservative understandingof Islam, claiming the freedom to decide against those aspects of liberationwhich in this view are not compatible with Islamic rules.I nt he light of predominantly traditional, authorative and patriarchal family structures the understandings of Islam and gender as represented by the MJD are experienced as liberating, but likewise accepted also by parents threateningt heir daughterse specially with massivepenalties for breach of trust. Many discussions in the girl group centered on the feeling of being misunderstood and treated extremely unfair, since the MJD has to fight against the accusation of being too conservative or even Islamist comingfrom German society and all at once has to resist allegations by parents and other Islamic organizations, of mediatingatoo lax interpretation of Islamic precepts.Sothe gendered identity politics the MJDoffers can be described as a creativeb ricolage regarding pluralizedr eferences of belonging by processes of identification anddistinction all at once. 32 Theindividual appropriation of areligiousand gender identityare deeply intertwined with constructionsofcollective belonging on the one side and processes of social exclusion on the other, since individual identitiesare reliantonsocial recognition and therefore embedded in social power relations. 33 Am igrant background offers pluralized references of belonging, but affiliations are also often questioned or even denied, with the result that issues of belonginga re omnipresent 34 and become ap rocess of their own dynamics.A scriptions commonly turn into transformed, revalued self-conceptions,n ot just on an individual level, but also as am atter of collectived iscourse. 35 Theidentity politicsthe MJD and the surrounding youth culture propagate are drivenbyaspecific understanding of Islam whichisdeeply adjuncted to amediated gender order, and especially shaped by aspecific female role model, which Iwill highlightinthe following.
Giventhe fact that criticism of Islam is oftencoupledwith critizising the role of women andt heir veiling, which is considered to be as ymbol of opressiona nd misogyny,itisnot only an individual need for these Muslim women to distinguish themselvesfrom attributions by society or the traditional parental generation. It also is an inner-Islamic discourse strategy of scholars and authorities to offer 32 Maske 2010c . 33 Jenkins 2008 Honneth 1998 . 34 Riegel /Geisen 2007 . 35 Goffman 2014 [1963 . subsequent collective identity patterns.M uslim women themeselvesc laim representationand become part of adiscourse on clothing and Islamic lifestyle and infrastructure,which is considered as Dawa (invitation to Islam)and is not only a private or individual issue,but also apolitical one. 36 As such,itisembedded within amovementofideological support from Islamic countries,which was established since the 1980s. 37 It claims for recognition of Islamic identity being aconstitutive part of society 38 by insisting on minority rights. 39 Due to strict gender segregation and rigid sexual morals,gender plays an important role as acategory of difference within the MJD,c oupled with claims of moral superiority towards Western hedonism, liberalism and secularism and also as evidence of obeying true Islam towards other Islamictraditionsand movements.
An event poster for the annual Muslim girls meeting 2010 illustratesthe role modelofanideal Muslimwoman that is explicitlymediated in lectures,teaching materials and creative contributions of the MJD. 40 Four images showt he ideal Muslimwoman in comicstyle with colourful backgrounds as 1) activelyfighting, 2) reading, 3) working at alaptop and 4) dandlingababy in her arm. Ithink these pictures stand for four characteristics defining an ideal Muslim woman: 1. Brave,combative,confident, action-oriented, energetic and committed 2. Educated, eager for knowledge and disciplined 3. Employedand successfully building their career 4. Finally,maternal, as amarried wife and agood mother Theimagessuggest that aperfect Muslim woman is wearing aheadscarf,adhering to Islamic prescriptions of modesty combined with amodern fashion style.Within the MJD veiling is presented as areligious duty women should proudly obey as a sign of their true beliefand their belongingtothe Muslim Ummah. It is accepted if aM uslim woman decides against wearing ah eadscarf,b ut it is presented as an individual maturing process to prospectively wear it. Thes ubmission under the will of Allahaccordingtoprescriptions of Quran and Sunna is -according to the interpretation of Islam the MJD mediates-uncompromisingly expected within all spheres of everyday life. Thep resented concept of female identity re-evaluatesd ifferent attributions and expectationso fG erman society as well as of the parental generationw ith recourse to Islam to finally develop oneso wn positioning. 42 Young Muslim women affiliated with the MJD are acquiring this genderd Islamic role model to obtain social recognition. They are also encouraged by young Muslimwomen in leadingpositions within the MJD,since they consider them as role modelsand as a proof that aMuslim woman is also able to be successful and emancipated.
In the following Iwill describe the characteristics of an ideal Muslim woman referring specifically to the identity politics mediated by the MJD propagating a bricolage challenging the dualistic view of traditional and modern.
4. Challenging traditional Islamic gender-roles.Education, career and social participation as ameans to strivefor emancipation
Referring to the interpretation of Iqra (read) 43 as ag eneral call for education, young Muslimw omen within the MJD are encouraged to pursue higher educational qualification.Asaresult of exposure to the MJD,many of the educational careersofits members have undergone apositive change.School, university and professional development as well as successes are accompanied, supported and celebrated within the organization.Striving for education and successisregarded as aservice to Allah, as fulfilling agod-given duty and as an inidicator of being electedbyhim.
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Theyoung Muslim women justify their educational aspirations with reference to the wives of the prophet, which are seen as role models in every respect. Thus a manualo ft he Muslim Youth illustrates, for example, that Khadijah wasavery successful business woman of high rank and gifted with excellent intelligenceand that Aisha not only foughtonthe side of her husbandonthe battlefield, but also was an encompassingly educated woman who has deliveredmost descendedhadiths. 45 With reference to them,the young women justify their extended educational periodand the delay of marriage as well as the associated space to seek a professional activity that grantsthem independence and recognition and thus are tolerated and respected by their parents.
Since it is perceivedasthe most important aim in life to attain Allahsdelight, an occupation is only regardedasdesirable when it does not preclude this intent, 42 Schiffauer 2002; Klinkhammer2000; Nökel 2002. 43 According to tradition this is the first revealed word Allah commandsvia the angel Gabriel to Muhammad, cf. Sura 96. 44 Weber 2016 (orig. 1905 Nökel 2002 . 45 TheM anual is not available anymore.I ti sb ased on as hortened and modified translation of Amr KhaledsSeries "The mothers of believers." or, ideally,e ven serves it. Due to this premise,amajority of Muslim women associated with the MJD are studying medicine, law or education, which are seen as vocations serving society in af eminine way.J obs at bars or supermarkets to financestudying, where you have to sell alcohol and cigarettes,are regarded as unIslamic(haram)and are therefore considered as forbidden. Moreover,they hope to get ajob where they are allowed to wear headscarves.Removing the headscarf is regardedasunacceptable for mostofthem. Rather, they are convinced to fight and standfirm for their right of livingaccording to Islamic prescriptions,asthe teacher Fereshta Ludin, once aleading member of the MJD,did afew years ago (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) , when she was the cause of the German headscarfdebate.
46
TheM JD also recommendsv olunteer activities,s uch as ar eligiousd uty,e specially to young Muslimw omen. Thus they engage with great dedication and discipline in various local Islamic groups and initiatives and also in charitable activities.Afew of the Muslim women eventually combine their religious beliefs with professional and sociopolitical commitment. They start ap ublishing company for Islamic novels, 47 work at Islamic development aid agencies, 48 in Islamic media, within Islamic fashion labels, 49 Islamic organizations or an Islamic environmental organization.
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As women who are sophisticated and successful in their career,they explicitly and vehemently oppose the widespread image of Muslim women as being disenfranchised,illeterate and fanatical;rather, they make themselves out to be selfdetermined and socially involvedc osmopolitans who claim their right to make Islam viable in amodern world. Thus they rejecttraditional Islamicfemale role modelsa su ltimately un-Islamic and connect Islamic and modern female role concepts by re-interpreting the sources as they claim to be indepedent, selfdetermined,striving for education and pursuing acareer,but alsobeing serious, pious women. They also oppose al iteralistS alafi understanding of the role of women. But this is not evidence of being liberal at all -s ince they oppose an interpretation of Islamicsources on the basisofcritical hermeneutics,for this is seen as an adjustment of Islam to the ideology of modernity and liberalism and therefore as Bida (un-Islamic innovation). 5. Iman-zipation. Being adevout, chaste and careful mother and an obedient wife However, the Muslim women associated to the MJD also distinguish their selfconcept from the Western feminist model of emancipation, for they see themselves in the roleofadevoted, virtuous and chaste wife and mostly prospectively as amother striving for perfection of their character within the meaning of Islamic law.This is based on the creed that Islam as aperfect system satisfies femaleneeds in an ideal way,while feminism is based on the decadence of the Western world and ultimately leads to sexual exploitation of women, threateningt hem with ideals of beauty,misleading them to leave the god-given way,driving them directly into hell fire. TheMJD however suggests astrict Islamic gender order:Female emancipation and the devotion to Islam are considered as mutual causal factors,such as in the following title of al ecture at am eeting Ia ttended in 2011:" Iman-zipationWomen, Islam and rights"-Iman means confidentbelief.This is not emancipation as at urning away from Islam, but Iman-zipation, because if women are strengthening their faith and they know more about Islam and how to live it the right way,t hey automatically reinforce their rights as women. Oppression of women is meant to be un-Islamic, while obeying true and pure Islamic rules per se implies liberation within agod-givenand therefore beneficial path. True Islam is extracted by searching for the meaningb ehind Islamicr ules and by usingf ree space,for what is not forbidden explicitly is considered to be permitted.
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Thestartingpoint of this argumentation is the premise that men and women are createdasequal beforeGod, but not identicalintheir nature, which is why they share complementary tasksinpartnership:the man as breadwinner and head of the family,the woman as motherand supportive wife in the first place,and both as servants of Allah. Marriagei ss een as an aturald uty and basal foundation of society.Reverse of the medalwomen are granted the greatest possiblerespect in their role as amother.These ideas also are expressed by artefacts of Islamic youth culture,f or example in poetry slams 53 as well as in many Islamic songs 54 and pictures mediated in social media. 55 This idealization is basedonneo-traditional ideas and does mostly not comply with reality as well as with Islamic sources, which consider sexual obedience as the main duty of women (not education or housework). Promotingaspecific model of an ideal family goes ahead with exclusionsand is connected to discard certainm odels of life as illegitimate according to Islam. Remaining single is considered to be un-Islamic, although some of these women are not married as they are facing problems to findanadequate spouse.Homosexuality and transgenderi dentities are viewed as unnatural phenomena, characterizing as ick society and arising from perverted individual needs.A taregional meeting,alecture addressed the central importance of wearing the wedding ring;the lecturer explained to the audience that nowadays it must not only protecta gainst sexual harassment from the opposite,b ut actually also from the same sex, which can be seen as asymptomofadegenerated society.
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Most Muslim women told me they wished for ar omantic love matchw ith a lifetimepartner who supports them in their efforts of emancipationand who they choose themselves -irrespective of his national background, something parents often consider to be an important criteria for asuitable spouse.Forced marriages are considered to be an un-Islamic cultural custom. Hence theMJD supportedan action alliancewith Tariq Ramadan fighting against this custom.
58 Discussionson this topic in a local group of the MJD revealed, however, that the realization of this fight is not easy.Ifthe parentscannot be convincedover their childrensright to choose apartner, resistance sometimes implies the decision to break off contact with the familiy.
Tr ansformations take place as ideas of romantic partnership are Islamized, but combinedw ith norms of piety and modesty.T he Idea of as oulmate especially created for each personi ss preada cross various media, including Islamic pop songs like "For the rest of my life" by Maher Zain. 59 Themusic video mediates a new Islamic image of men as ac aring husband and father. Thee xtent to which young Muslims identify with it is difficult to estimate.T his reveals ar esearch desideratum, not least becauseMuslim men can indeed limit the claims and selfimageso fw omen. Research has to be amendedt oa nalyze the gender order amongMuslim youth as awhole.
Young Muslim women associated with the MJDp ortray the man of their dreamsa sadevout Muslim, and hence as sophisticated, dedicated,l oyal and caring,r omantic,i ntelligent, humorous and professionally successful. All these characteristicsare considered to be guaranteed by practizing true Islam,since it contributes to the formationofcharacter, for adevout Muslimisguided by the example of the prophet, who is seen as the most ideal role model,anabsolutely perfect husband and father. 60 This corresponds to the request of the Egyptian televangelist Amr Khaled 61 ,asuperstar of the pop-Islamic movement, that the choice of spouses should be based primarily on the criterion of piety.Furthermore he advises:"Yougirls and boys who commitsins in the nameoflove.The shame and the errorisnot love,but the way we live it." 62 (Translation V. M.) Theidea of soul-matesthus is related to the restriction of any sexual contacts before and outside of marriage.T oa void forbidden sexual offences,t he relationship between the sexesmust, according to the MJD,becontrolled. An Islamic gender relationinthe sense of the MJD is as follows:atthe local level, groups are separated into brothers and sisters. At regional and national events young men and women are gathered on the same site,b ut ac lear separation of the sexes is established, as they are commanded to prevent any illegitimate touch. In lecture halls one side is intended for males,t he other for the female audience;t hey do have seperateentrancesand counselors as well as security-personnel of the same sex. Eye contact should be denied, participants are compelled to droptheir gazes instead.
63 During the night, fornication is prevented by patrolling security personnel. Girls and boys aren ot allowed to dance or sing whilst attending performances of Islamic pop and hip-hopstars,they are only allowed to softly clap their hands or sway gently to the rhythmt oa void drawinga ttention by the opposite sex. Musicians are all males,aswomen are mainly not allowed to perform as singers before am ale audience.A lthough this advice is controversial, the MJD sticks to it to as many parents are considered to be upset instead. But young women are allowed to give lectures and become members of the Shura, which in traditional understanding of Islam is impossible.Aman is never allowed to be alone with awoman, contact betweenthe sexesisonly allowed withinagroupof people. 64 Banners and booklets convey these rules as well as personal instruction by tutors,w ho urge the participantst oc onform their behaviort oI slamic rules.
Akey element concerning the indispensible separation of the sexes is also the issue of Islamic dress.T he participantsu rge each othert ow ear appropriate clothes, but the girls are also discussing Islamic fashion trends and beauty tips. Despite the common belief that clothes should not be too revealing,adisagreement exists as to how closely the commandment of covering must be interpreted and to what extent an orientation to Western fashion ideals is legitimate.
65 Such discourses regarding the symbolic meaning of clothing entrenching subtle distinctions are numerous within the MJD,with the majority lead by Islamicr ules 61 Gerlach 2006, pp.34ff . ;Amr Khaled is often referred to in teaching materials the MJD uses. 62 MJD-Manual. 63 According to Sura 24:30-31. 64 "Behold!Aman is not alone with awoman butthe third of them is Ash-Shaitan" atTirmidhi Nr.2165. 65 Thed iscourses on proper Islamicc lothing alsot ake place in social media by admonitoty pictures, such as this one:Cf. internet sources:This is not hijab. while regarding Western fashion ideas to ad ifferent extent. They oung Muslim women alsoclaim Islamic behavior and dressingfor Muslim men, as this is considered to establish gender justice.
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Ir epeatedlyo bservedt hat some participants percievet he understanding of Islam the MJD promotes as too strict, conservative and old-fashioned; but they withdrew withouti gniting ad ebate.I nner-Islamic discourses are instead conducted with evenmore conservative Salafi groups and individuals.Amember of the leading committee of the MJD (Shura) told me apprehensively that young Muslim women increasinglye xpress concerns about whether they really are allowed to travel through Germany all alone without their "mahram" 67 ,whether the clothesthey wear are too trendyand if gigs of Nasheedbands and theater groups in front of amixed audience are Islamically illegitimate.Incontrast to literalist understandings of Islamic sources, the MJD tries to convince their members to practice an Islamic lifestyle while taking into account the realities of their lifeworlds, using all possibilities of interpretation within Islamic limits,f or Islam is consideredasahelpfuladvice how to live in abenefiting way ratherthan being a burden. 68 In abookletpublished by the MJD titled "Young and Muslim in Germany" by Mustafa Demiryürek, variouseverydaysituationsand Islamic solutions are presented, including the question:According to Islam,isitallowed to have a girlfriend or aboyfriend?
Many would now like to have aclear yes or no.But we never get behind the logic of why Islam forbids or commands anything.There is this more than interestingverse:And you do not approachthe Zina (unlawful sexual relation)! Certainly, it is ashameful deed and disgraceful is that way (17:32). (…) Whoever enters into as ituation where all sexual suggestions are given,one can not control oneself,because the appeal of the naked body is too large and the resistance of the person breaks.Therefore,Allah in this verse forbids being closetothe oppositesex, because it almostalways leads to fornication. (…) The processisoften observed as follows:What began with butterflies in the stomach ends with areally big sin. (…) We have to understand that adate outside of marriage has no Baraka (blessing) and often goes along with giving up religion.
69 (Translation V. M.) If you fall in love with anon-Muslimorthe desired partner is not practicing at all, the recommendationinanotherbook, the youth novel "Noura",istostay trueto onesreligious principles,even if this is asacrifice -after all, the relationship to the creatorisconsidered to be more important than any other connection. Theyoung Muslim women struggle to find aspouse who will meettheir needs. How to comply with their own desires,the expectations of parentsand the Islamic context, is ad ifficult taskf or young Muslims. Nevertheless they considert he Islamicf rame of matchmaking as good protection for themselves for not being sexually exploitedand emotionally hurt.
Arranged marriages are becoming increasingly rare.I ti smore common that one becomes aware of ap otential husband in everydayl ife,w ithin the circle of family,friends and aquaintences,atIslamic events or by recommendation. Dating platforms especially for Muslim dating also are becoming increasingly important. 71 Datesa re always arranged in the presence of friends,o ne-on-one communicationi so nly considerdt ob ei na ccordance to Islam via telephone or electronic media.Finally,the parents are called in and the first "official" meeting is arranged. Islamicr ules regarding issues of matchmaking are mediated in lectures,materials and personal guidance within the MJD,but also by pop-Islamic youth culture,for example the youtube video "Finding the Girl".
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When it comes to marriage,the MJD encouragesmarriage contracts to regulate,for example,the employment of the wife,tospecify the budget money and the dutieso ft he husbanda ssisting in housework, the potential number of children, the place of residence,t he possibility of ap olygamous marriage and everything else that is considered to be important, especially to strengthen the womensrights,for women are obliged to be obedienttotheir husband. Thus their rights shouldbenegotiated before marriage.
So womensliberationisclearly limited by Islamic rules,which are considered to be agod-given path and framework of orientation thatcannot be questioned. Obeying these rulesisbelieved to be the most important duty and purpose in life, and individual needs and desires must be postponed to fulfill it. All at once Islam should be reactualized regarding the given context, so dicussions take place about issues of dowry,s elf-determined mate-choice,a nd marriagew ith non-Muslims, male dominance for exampler egarding inheritence or divorce law whilst consideringf emale autarchy,p olygyny and female circumcision. 73 But it is emphasized that liberation has to be sought in and legitimized by Islamic sourcesa nd shouldn ever be producto fa ssimilation to modern liberal values. 74 Restricting options of action and the claim for obedience are downplayed, whilst being legitimized for protecting women as naturally in need of such protection. 75 So the striving for self-control and individual sovereignty by Islamization is always 71 Cf.I nternets ources:M uslimlife,p artner search for muslims; ufuq-Newsletter, pp.14ff. 72 Cf.Internet sources: Finding the Girl. 73 Ramadan2009, pp.296 ff. 74 Muslim feminists like AminaW adud or Fatima Mernissi area ccusedt os uggest Bida. 75 Ali 2006, pp.xii-xxviii. challengedbypatriarchal structures in Islamic waysoflife and the given limits of interpretation.
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Firm in Faith. Muslim women as Agents of Islam
Being aMuslim woman wearingthe headscarf means bearing alot of responsibility,one of the girls Igot to know during the research process told me.This young woman had previously led al ife she now views as dissolute,g oing out at night, having boyfriends,drinking and smoking, but now she had finally found her way back to Islam. By visiting the Islamic girl groupa ssociated witht he MJD she began to increasinglya lign her lifestyle to Islamic rules.T he wearingo ft he headscarf appears to be amajor stepinthis direction, especially since she is aware that via this symbol she is publiclyrepresenting Islam. She thereforebelieves to bear the obligation and responsibility to be absolutely exemplary in her actions, not only to gain Allahsdelight, but also to practice Dawa, missionary work. 77 The idea of Dawa as an individual duty is propagated by lectures,n asihas( Islamic advice) in face-to-face-interactionsand by the educationalmanual of the MJD:it explains that the women of the prophet distinguished themselves above all through the constantstruggle on the path of Allah, throughcourage, commitment, perseverance and strength.
78 Thus after the presentationofthe life cycle of Asma it sums up: This is the storyo fahundredy ears of fightinga nd giving for Allah,t he Blessed and Exalted. And you?H ow many years of your life are you willing to gift to Allah, the Blessed andExalted?(…) Is it possible that among us women go out, take Asma bint Abi Bakr (ra) as an example and are willing to be successfulinall areas of life?
79 (Translation V. M.) Muslim women are respected for being strong, pious,d evout and chaste,s othe centralm essagef or the girls associated to the MJD is to adheref irmly to their creed, even if they have to make sacrifices.B yt his,t hey are encouraged to be really self-determined and free,because according to this worldview only Allah is able to grant peace and freedom.
We have the strength to do what we think is right Even if it means putting up alifelongfight Yousee we are not controlled by amini skirt and tight shirt We are given only respect, and never treated like dirt 76 Nökel 2002, p. 49. 77 al-Bannā1 935; al-Faruqi 1986; Murad 1986; Wiedl 2008. 78 MJD-Manual. 79 MJD-Manual. So you see,weare the ones that are free and liberated We are not the onesthat are sexually terrorized and violated We are the ones that are free and pure Were free of STDs(sexual transmitted diseases)that have no cure So when people ask you how you feel aboutthe hood Just sum up by saying, Baby itsall good 80 This mediated identity politics not only answers individual needs of orientation and socialr ecognition,b ut also promotes as ociopolitical agenda, ap olitics of lifestyle striving for power of interpretation especially by propagatingg ender issuses.
81 These are seen as evidenceofmoral sovereignty and are thus ensuring social recognitionasavant-garde and elite.Itisascribed to Muslim women in this respecttoserve as agents of Islamic identity politics, but likewisethey gain orientation and socialrecognition.Because young Muslims associated with the MJD primarily seek belonging, recognition and orientation by and within an Islamic framework.T hey refuse to create individual religiosity and instead want to embrace true Islam, which is thought of as the universala nd unchangeable truth. Given the fact that they are searching for belonging and recognition in the face of discrimination and Islamophobia, they conform themselves to social and religious expectations,which leads to adynamic of becoming ever more orthodox in their Islamicl ifestyles. Looking at inner-Islamic discourses,i th as to be noticedt hat conservative groups gain interpretational sovereignty,w hile explicitly liberal positions 82 are mostly not noted at all. They are perceiveda sa ssimilation to postcolonialcultural hegemony,whilst the antinomies of modernity are brought into account to prove the superiority of true Islam.
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To be aMuslim in this view meanstopractice Islam as awhole lifestyle,asan unnegotiable framework for all aspects of human Identity.AMuslim then is someone whoputs himself completely into the service of Allahand will do his best to earn "points for paradise", because the threatofhell fire is ever-present. The servicef or Allah and his Ummahi ss een as an individual task, which serves as criterion for being agood Muslim and ensures socialrecogition as well as an elite consciousness being part of ag odly inspired and ultimatey triumphant avant-80 MJD-Newsletter. 81 Flaig et. al. 1997; Giddens 1991. 82 Given the fact that Muslims who can be classified in this array arenti nstitutionalized at all and thus the access is rather difficult, there is ah uge desideratum regarding their religiosity probably ranging from being explicitly non-religious, religiously indifferent, to being explicitlyliberal or secular. They are rarely represented in research as wellasinsocio-political discourse,since they dontclaim representationas Muslims. Moreover they often arentrecognizedastrue Muslims,because they dontfit into an orthodox and essential understanding of Islam. 83 Ramadan2003; V an der Loo /van Reijen 1992. garde.This offers acontrast to experiences of social exclusion and discrimination which young Muslim women in Germany have to face in their everday lives.But it also demands individual submission -bychoice -under whatisbelievedtobethe will of Allah, especiallysince it is believed to be accomplished only by sticking to the community of true believers,the Ummah. Thus the task to developaperfect Islamic character in terms of acomplete surrender to Allahswill is timeand again experienced as an innerpsychological pressure that mighteven yield depression, as Iwas told by some of those young Muslim women. They sometimes suffer from their self-imposed aspiration to be perfect, from the suppression of their needs in families and the discrimination of Germansociety,especially in the workplace,as some of thoseyoung women told me.InIslamic contexts theseyoung women are expected to meet these requirements,asisalso apparent in the song "Dear Sister" by aGerman Muslim rappercalled Ammar114, who is associated with the MJD, as he sings:" Never give up".
84 Their "sacrifice" is interpreteda sap ositive steadfastness and provided with the aura of special dignity.This is also promoted by Native Deensm ostp opular song, an US-American hip hop Nasheed-band, which has also performed at MJD-Meetings: "Not afraid to stand alone" especially emphasizes the discrimination by non-Muslim society,asdrawing attention to this reduces inner-Islamicc ritique by constructing as ense of belonging.
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Therefore they are considered to fill aspecial role,asdiscussedinanewsletter of the MJD as follows:
We consider our life here andnow as the will of Allah and not as acoincidence. We get the daily opportunity to Dawa. Isntt hat ag reat Nima (gift from Allah) to us Muslims? Doesntitbring Baraka (blessings) for our lives?Isthis not atask that Allah has imposed upon us here and now? (…) As long as we do notstart to practice Islam step by step and with confidence,wewill not be able to bring about achangeinsociety and to overcome the problems in atimely manner.
86 (Translation V. M.) Thus it is believed that Islam is the right solution for issues perceivedasproblems of contemporary societies:b rokenh omes,f ree sexuality,d rug abuse,e cological crisis,economicexploitation and injustice.Therefore the MJD considers it their task to declare the supremacyofIslam as an overall lifestyle to young Muslims to fight tendencies of un-Islamic liberations or growing secularism, whichi nt his view leads to delinquency, individual distress and socialc haos (fitna 
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It is very unapparentatfirst glance that the MJD stands for arather political interpretation of Islam,since Islamic sources are considered to be the guideline for all aspects of humanl ife,w hich also claims collective social and political impacts.T he understandingo fI slamt he MJD conveys is oriented particularly deeply to the writings of Tariq Ramadan, son of the Muslim BrotherSaid Ramadan and grandson of the founder of the Egypt MuslimBrotherhood,Hassan alBanna.The central themeofhis works,which also were published by the MJD,isa European-Islamic identity.Itischaracterized by participationand success in the society Muslims live in, while also strictly maintaining Islamic values and conductinglife practice.
Migration is seen as providence to bear witnesst oA llahst ruth and to invite everyone to it. Tariq Ramadanstates that being a true Muslim means makinga contributiontosocietythroughvolunteering activities,political engagement and successful professional work interpreted as the duty of Dawa. Referring to this, the MJDe mphasizes the taskt of urther society as aM uslim,t oe stablish an Islamic social order, for Islam is considered to deliever au niversal truth that is viable at all timesand in all spaces. 88 Ramadan sees himself as a"Reformist Salafi" because he prompts the individual as well as society to an uncompromisingfocus on and orientation to Islamic sources and at the samet ime rejects traditions (taqlid)a sw ell as literalist understandings while postulatingacontextual interpretation of Islamic sources in the sense of Ijtihad.
89 To find true Islam,i ts universalc ore,R amadant hinks it has to be cleansedo fc ultural influences and innovations (Bida) to adopt contemporary contextual forms customizably, but likewise sticking to Islamic principals without any compromise.I nt his regard Ramadan also demands acritical and rational reinterpretation of Islamic sources regarding patriarchy especially negotiating issues of educationa nd self-determination of women, for example autarchy,c hoice of future husband, contraceptiona nd abortion. All at once he insists on not being afraid to defy social conventions. Ramadan ties the processo fI slamic reawakeningt ot he effort of Muslimw omen.I nh is view womensl iberation has to stick to the essence of feminity accordingt oI slam and must not assimilate to the Western womens emancipation movement. 90 While some classify Ramadan as am odern Islamic thinkerwho explicitly situates democracy and womensrights within Islam, others see him as awolf in sheepsclothing who strives for the Islamization of Europe,as he emphasizes the affirmation of faith (shahada) and the dutyo fD a wa to es- 
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Conclusion
Previous studies have pointedo ut the changingr eligiosity of young Muslims in Germany to be aprocess of individualization, which is admittedly considered to be am ain factor of religious transformation in contemporary Islam. 92 But my observation revealed that individualization is rebound to,a nd limited by,p rocesses of communitization. Community buildung decisively affects issues of gender order and gender roles.Notwithstanding Islamization of lifestyle is aproduct of secularization and individualization, it also sets -asabacklash -clear boundaries to these processes.
So on the one hand transformations of Islam as observed within the fieldofthe MJD must be interpretedasaprocess of individualization:The emphasis on the Muslims ubject, on individual choice required to be a true Muslim 93 and the plausibility of interpretative schemes, that have to be experienced, the struggle with other world viewsaswell as with different understandings of Islam and the contemporary forms of mediationofthe propagated worldview by huge events, mediaand youth culture are indicators and results of processes of individualization. Within this perspectivethe MJD provides opportunitiestoacquire asocial position which allows to resist claimsofassimilation by society and the parental generation and provides agencyb eyond those dichotomous aspirations. 94 The return to Islama nd ag ender order in accordancet oi t, can both be seen as resistance against Western domination,p rocesses of sociale xclusion and stigmatization, but also againstt raditional Islam transmittedb yt he parental generation, as Muslimwomen themselves emphasize.
On the other hand these processes are limited by normative discourses on issues of idealized community building,w hilsts ociocultural distinctions are constructed and markedb yaspecific gender order and mediatedt hrough artefacts of Islamic youthc ulture.S ot he Islamization of the self goes along with a specific habitualization of doing religion and doing gender.
95 In this regard it is ascribed to Muslim women to play an important role building up astrong, firm and proud Ummah, which throught his is -m ore or less -i mmunized against selfcritique.Int his regard,r ationalization of Islamic knowledge is limited because, within the scene of the MJD,itisnot required to scrutinize basic creeds.Muslim 95 Nökel 2002, p. 61. women are rather conventionalizeda sI slamic activists fulfilling their dutyo f Dawa and thus manufacturing anew Islamic generation. Bodies and identitesof women thus become the venue of struggles for interpretational sovereignty between Islamophobia on the one hand and apologetic counter-discoursesclaiming an essential, true Islam on the other. 96 Although referring to Western concepts of emancipation and self-determination, Muslim women clearly distinguish themselves from these self-conceptions and meanings,w hich are accused of being decadent, wicked and basedo nd ouble-standards.W ith regard to these stereotypes Muslim women in the MJD are summonedtofight against everything unIslamic by completely Islamizingtheir lifestyles.T he antagonsim between Islam and everything whichisun-Islamic is socially constructed but nevertheless powerful as agiven socialreality,ifthe individual submits to this world view.Itisbased on the distinction between halal (permitted) and haram(prohibited),whilst categoriesinbetween are mostly blankedout. 97 Themediated gender order is situated between the poles of emancipation and a reifying of traditional gender order by naturalizing it. This identity politics must be analyzed as ar eaction to social transformations of gender roles as wella s religiosity resulting in processes of modernization 98 ,which are perceivedascolonial hegemony.T he intersectiono fg ender, religion and race is the contextual backgroundthat can highlight the motives to adopt this gendered identity politics: Islamization of the self means adopting an Islamic gender role and according to self-concepts,must be understood as affirmative action as aminority. 99 Linesof differenceb etween Islamica nd Western gender orders are also interrelated to those between religious and non-religious.Italsoisareaction againstprocessesof secularization withint he migrant community.S odoingI slam goes along with doing gender, as Islamic identity politics is mingled with gender politics. 100 Reversely the constructiono fI slamic feminity bothers young Muslim women, for being an authentically Muslim woman you have to perform Islam as agendered action:
101 Viadiscipline and self-controlthey distinguish themselves against their uneducated parents to gain social recognition. 102 Muslim women have to handle such breachesregarding their self-ascriptions as being emancipates and self-determines by themselves,for within the Islamic view they are overlooked or construed as indespensible sacrifices:P rocesses of discrimination,especially against women wearingheadcarves who can hardly find a job,a sw ell as discrimination by the given Islamic gender order propagating obedience under Islamic rules regarding love,sexuality and partnership are just considerd to be benefits on the way to paradise.
As young Muslim women in the MJD seek belonging within al ike-minded community,t he offero fc ommunitization is perceived as attractive.H owever, they have to submit to the needs of theIslamic community.Sothe Ummaasan idealized utopia of solidarity and justice and as experience-oriented youth-culture of like-minded persons,aswell as the omnipresentcall to build up astrong,firm and consistent community is central for the propagated understanding of Islam within the MJD.This emphasis on community building based on aspecific notion of German Muslimidentity and expressed by aMuslim lifestyle,challenges and also limits processes of indvidualization and individual understandings of Islamic sourcesand traditions.Asanideology of community building,the Islamic society is considered to be the best one,according to its purpose to "commanding what is just and forbid what is evil" (3:110). By competing for good deeds to attain Allahs delight, true Muslims are -i nt his view -f orced to establish an all-embracing, moral-baseda nd god-given order of life,w hich also implies as pecificg ender order.
TheU mma is constructed by processeso fo thering as ac ommunity of ad iscriminated minorityand the inversion as idealized elite chosen by Allah, which can be seen as an apologetic counter-discourse. Constructions of identity and identity politics are embedded in relative structures of powera nd hegemony, which have to be analyzed critically. Not only mainstream society deploys power relations,t hey are also effective withint he Islamic field,a sw as shown by analyzing the sociala nd religious positioning representedb yt he genderedi denitypolitics of the MJD.Thus,Muslim women are embedded in power structuresand all at once contribute to retain them, constructing religious andgenderedpower relations,which have to be analyzed concerning their social impact.
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On afinal note Iwant to emphasize the importance of whatBirgit Heller and Morny Joyc laimed to be an inevitable ethical impetus of ag ender critical approach:Analyzing transformations of religion and gender in theirintermingling within the given context hast oc ritically reflect relative power structuresa nd subtle differences without being ideologically coopted or religiously bound.
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Against this backdrop, Ihave to conclude that analyzing my data only within the paradigm of individualizationw ould mistakenly suggest at rend of increasing liberalism, ignoring power structures withinthe Islamic field and thus implicitly reinforcing them.Ofcourseone can observesteps in the direction of liberation and agencywithin the field, and it is important to expose that;but these steps are limited especially regarding gender issues,asthe critical analysis of self-descriptions of Muslim women shows.Social exclusionsand depreciationsimplied with this Islamic gender politics regarding all lifestyles perceiveda su n-Islamic (hedonistic, liberal, secular lifestyles as well as homosexual identities) are prevalent and effective,t hey reveal inner-Islamic power structures at stake,t hat must be critically analyzed.This has to be done without inspiring Islamo-and xenophobic discourses,w hich are increasingi nG ermany and across Europe. Overlooking inner-Islamic cleavages by concentratingonpower-relations between aGerman majority and an Islamic minority implicitly feeds an essential and conservative understanding of Islam,which claims representation as true Islam and is publicy visible as such.T hus gendered Islamic identity constructions of young Muslim women must be assessed within the context of inner-Islamicdiscourses as well as within wider society to both reconstruct and deconstruct them to earn ahardwon ethicalimpetusbeyond adichotomous judgment. 
